SOLIDARITY WITH ANARCHIST COMRADES PRISONERS IN THE “SUSARON CASE” IN $hile

For the liberation of the land and against all forms of exploitation

Violent action and sabotage Until it all falls
Solidarity and Complicity with the Four Detained Anti-Speciesists

Our war will not end until we have total freedom

“We will do all that we can, though it may be little, though it may be just a crumb, though it may cost us our lives or freedom, but we will do it to the death with great love and pride in our hands.” – Animal Response Group

For the liberation of the land and against all forms of exploitation

Violent action and sabotage. Until it all falls.

Anarchists from the Anarchist Project
Act for freedom now!

TORTU is a vegan, anarcho-nihilist, straight edge political prisoner. Hates the system, loves nature, animals and freedom for all. Proud political prisoner for animal liberation.

Please write to them, you can simply write an email specifying who you are sending it to SOLIDARIDAD.ANTIESPECISTA4@GMAIL.COM

If you can afford it, consider sending some cash to the support group, who will be redistributing funds between them for commissary but also will be helping with legal costs, solicitors and court costs.

Their communal PayPal is www.paypal.me/solidaridad4

“NI CULPABLES, NI INOCENTES; ENEMIGOS SIMPLEMENTE!”

(“Neither guilty nor innocent, we are enemies!”)

SOLIDARIDAD CON SUSARON4!
and her kittens from inside of prison to release them to the free world to be seen by a vet. A true prison escape story! They are going to need lots of support economically, but they should also receive emotional support and as many letters of love and support as possible. Prosecution is asking for a minimum of 10 years in prison, but they will have a review of their case (and a reevaluation of their remand) in January 2023.

The four comrades arrested have chosen to remain anonymous and are using pseudonyms as names, they do not wish their photos to be published and will be receiving letters via an email address that is managed by friends outside. **RU/GATO** is an anarcho-nihilist, vegan, straight edge prisoner. He is 28 years old, loves animals and hates drugs. He maintains his belief in illegal direct action as the tool to fight for animal and total liberation. He considers himself a proud political prisoner against the business that controls the Chilean territory.

**PANDA** is a straight edge, vegan anarchist prisoner. He is 26 years old. Enemy of the law and order forcefully imposed by the capitalist system. Loves nature, ecosystems, animals and simplicity. Proud political prisoner, honest with his politics and vehemently in favour of animal and human liberation from the business-territory so-called Chile.

**ITA** is a vegan, straight edge prisoner. She is 23 years old. She loves nature, animals and specially colours and cats! She opposed the system and the so called law and order. Proud antispeciesist political prisoner. She feels calm and patient with the consequences of the illegal fight against speciesism.

**SOLIDARITY AND COMPLICITY WITH THE FOUR DETAINED ANTI-SPECIESISTS $hile**

**November 2022**

Metropolitan Region, Santiago: we receive and spread this graphic gesture in solidarity with the 4 anti-speciesist comrades, kidnapped this Thursday by the State-Police.

On November 4, in the moonlight, 4 comrades were arrested simultaneously, accused arson for alleged links to the sabotage of meat company “Susaron”. Faced with this this repressive campaign, comrades are organizing different initiatives of solidarity with the accused.

Let’s not leave them alone: ANTI-AUTHORITARIAN SOLIDARITY, INSURRECTIONAL COMPLICITY, SEDITION AGAINST THE POLICE STATE

May the gestures of solidarity multiply
Back in September, 2022 national and international news covered an arson attack at a meat packaging plant in Chile, where the refrigeration system and the trucks had been set alight by antispeciesist activists.

In November, four people were arrested and remanded to prison accused of the arson and under investigation. Since then, the four comrades arrested have been adjusting to prison but their spirits are high and their political views are stronger than ever. They even managed to help rescue a cat.
Most of all I regret my restraint, because regardless of the damage we caused to those businesses, if those farms are still open, if even one animal was left behind, then it wasn’t enough. I do not intend to rid myself of the consequences of these acts by begging for mercy or appealing to the conscience of the room, because if this system had a conscience I would not be here, in my place would be all the butchers, vivisectors and fur farmers around the world.”

Peter Young, vegan straight edge warrior of the Animal Liberation Front.

We send this report to claim responsibility for the action of assault and fire that affected the main refrigerator of the company that distributes dismembered corpses “Susaron” and its trucks, in the commune of Quilicura on the night of the national September 18.

We located the target in advance, verify entry and exit. And no… Do not believe what the press says regarding the supposed suspects, which, apparently, leaves us as careless and unwary. Do not be so easily deceived by chewing on any product that the television channels and their media deliver to you.

In the silent calm of an entirely stupid society, which slept exhausted after shouting and dancing with joy to the sound of the banners of its owners and modern slavers; between celebrations of people who believe that a country-company represents them and a dense stench of burned bodies throughout the environment.

On the night of September 18, armed, we took control of the central branch of the “Susaron” butcher shop. Company that has been supplying the national market for more than 45 years, selling beef, pork and poultry. Importing meat from other international markets, and

With our hearts clenched, missing and loving, we chew our sorrows and sigh in this frenzy that was created to torment and undermine.

Prison is a portal to a world of much pain. Where the machine seeks for the individual to catalyze his sorrows, in an uncontrollable violent and authoritarian dehumanization. A feudal micro-society extremely suffocating and crude. In a mixture, with a reality show directed by armed prison guards and their cameras.

The myth of rehabilitation in here is unmasked, between pasta base (cocaine base paste), beatings and praises of desperate convicts. They will not be able to subdue us, we continue and will continue to be who we are. Embracing each other in moments of weakness, and sharpening our hatred for this bastard, apathetic – psychopathic society.

We are strong in this new fight with the established order, from Santiago 1 prison to the Women’s Prison of San Miguel. Never asking for forgiveness or clemency, laughing our heads off at the malicious “comrades” fanatics of inaction.

Greetings, hugs, meows and kisses to all those who are supporting us. To our families, comrades, anonymous solidarity, both in the territory and from abroad.

This could take a long time, due to the seriousness of the accusations and the traditional media circus that has been set up around the case. But they will not break us. Forward those who prioritize actions over words.

With love, pride and wild tenderness.
having a processing plant that produces nearly 300,000 kilos of cow, pig and poultry meat every month.

Evading the security gate and electric fence, we reduced the night guard and proceeded to spray everything we could with that liquid that all those who consider themselves antispeciesists should have as their favorite product in the world; gasoline. The rest is already national news, the total loss of most of the enormous enclosure and our threatening pamphlets spread all over its surroundings.

We laugh a lot reading comments on social media about animalism or antispeciesism being inherently peaceful and civilized. Those who wrote that they believed it was a setup by the company to collect insurance made us laugh out loud. We assume that those people do not have much knowledge of the correlation between an insurance charge and the complete devastation of a critical infrastructure for a macro-company and what it means financially by this effective attack in which they lost their means of distribution and transportation, its collection and conservation center for edible carcasses, an events center and part of the sales and marketing office.

We will go to the point in our reflection on antispeciesism and its ridiculous and insane association with pacifism.

We, as an operational cell and urban guerrilla group, consider that animal exploitation is unacceptable and intolerable. We are antispeciesists above all and we have no nuances in it.

We do not care about the process of human culture, much less the conditions “of the people” to understand that subjecting an animal to a life of torture, humiliation, rape and painful death is something inconceivable. Justifying it permanently only so that in their lethargic existence they can buy from the windows that camouflage the suffering that this business drags, remains of dead bodies that apparently were just one more product, to satisfy a culinary impulse

FIRST STATEMENT FROM
THE ANARCHIST COMRADES PRISONERS IN THE
SUSARON CASE

On the side of kittens, jaguars, dogs, cows, horses, chinchillas, trees and blizzards. We write this message loaded with pride, with a great mocking grimace on our faces.

The punishment for breaking the fear and the monotony of sterile grandiloquent words, we have always known is death or prison. We have known it since we were little.

And here we are, crashing into a wall in the middle of a beautiful and dizzying journey that here, only begins.
that has been scientifically proven for years that it no longer it is a biological necessity. Or to have them sadistically amuse themselves in twisted competitive practices that make no sense and definitely make it clear that they deserve a bullet to the skull or a bomb blast under their stands.

While some are disappointed because the government promised to stop the growth of fake sports that only cause pain in animals. Like the rodeo, cockfighting, and greyhound racing.

And now a couple of months after his assumption of power, the Minister of Agriculture comes out announcing a project that promotes this type of misnamed sports, shaking hands with the president of the rodeo Federation; in a desperate act to stop his deep crisis of popularity.

Animals are always suffering. While you buy your Leonardo Di Caprio plant-based burger at the supermarket or dress in the latest animalistic animal printed woodcut design, or shout out to the sterile world on social media that you are against the animal consumption industry and its derivatives; they are still there suffering. We know that we do not change the reality of the millions of animals enslaved and massacred by this sick human production chain with our actions. But we do not remain impassive and powerless and choose the path of making this normalized madness as difficult as possible with direct action.

Sabotage, fire, attacks and primarily forced animal liberation, always outside the legal canons, because the law today represents the system that considers the animals a trading good.

We will do everything we can, even if it is little, even if it costs us our lives or freedom, but we will do it to the death and with immense love and pride involved.

We will not ask animal consumption companies to stop butchering,
skinning, and raping them.

We will burn them.

We will not ask the scum to stop torturing cows and horses with whippings, beatings and electricity. We’ll put bombs in their rings.

We will not speak favourably to the owners and scientists of the sinister vivisection laboratories, we will shoot them.

We will not go with banners to the farms where they reproduce and prepare the animals to be sent to the slaughterhouses. We will enter breaking everything and opening the cages, we will free them and give them shelter and whoever crosses our path will find out the hard way that we antispeciesists no longer respond to the profile of hippies, nice with patches, good vibes, good wishes for others and social networks. Rather, some of us are deeply hurt, determined, incendiary, dangerous, and armed beings.

We are against all domination; Be it a bastard policeman, a gendarme, a slaughterer, a vivisectionist, a butcher, a participant or organizer of animal races or a disgusting rider on a horse.

Each one of them could be our next target. We applaud and admire animal liberation and sabotage groups like the ALF and learned a lot from them. But unlike them, we are completely out to hurt and kill people. Because facing a system of domination, massacre and consumption of sentient beings, which has financing, thugs, weapons and government support means war and confrontation. And war is not fought with flowers, words, social media posts, or legal petitions.

We are talking about fighting such ruthless and violent people, and unfortunately for the young ladies who want to vibrate high and be at peace with their higher consciousness, the only way to stop those who use violence for such miserable purposes is to dirty their hands with same violence and becoming experts in it to use it against them.

There will be no dialogues, no agreements. There wouldn’t be dialogue with anyone who murdered or raped a family member of yours, right? Why are animals different? Why so much patience in these cases? Because it is a non-human animal? Why don’t they have a voice? Because that’s how they taught you?

Veganism-animalism-antispeciesism cannot be anything other than war of intransigent belligerence. Otherwise, it’s a game or a mask for instagram with a photo of a wild animal.

If you consider total liberation as a necessity, then stop giving only relevance to anthropocentric goals. The street fight against authority is necessary. The attack on the most obvious of the domination society; be it police, gendarmes, military, banks, government entities, multinational companies. We applaud it.

But direct action for animal liberation and its expansion is urgent and vital. If you consider it pressing like us, then make your group, organize your affinity team or act alone. Set your target no matter how small or big it is and attack. No more patience, no more waiting, no more words, no more appearance, no more waiting.

Sabotage, burn, set fire, free animals, defend them, look for places to shelter them. We can all do something for them. If necessary kill, wound.

FORWARD WARRIORS, LIBERATORS, AVENGERS AND SABS!!

GREETINGS TO THE EMILIA BAU ANTISPECIST GROUP AND ALL GROUPS ACTIVE IN VIOLENT AND CRIMINAL ANIMAL LIBERATION THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.